AFP's newswires offer reliable, multi-angle international and regional news coverage for media as well as corporate and institutional clients.

- 24/7 coverage of all major events
- Exhaustive and verified information
- Broad coverage with precise international and regional editing
- Latest financial and economic news

A global vision on all the events shaping the news

5,000 dispatches per day

6 languages
ENGLISH, SPANISH, FRENCH, PORTUGUESE, GERMAN AND ARABIC

Themes

16 international and regional news wires covering over 20 themes, including politics, economics, sports, cultural and lifestyle, science and technology.

Editorial formats

- Coverage schedule: in real-time 24/7
- Structure: breaking news, analysis, background, in-depth features, previews, results, summaries and event calendars
- All news items are tagged with keywords describing thematics, geography, public figures, events...

Technical formats

- Metadata delivery: NewsML-G2
- Delivery via satellite, FTP, AFP Forum (desktop and mobile) and email

Subscription models

- Monthly subscription to full service or by rubric
- Customized selection